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Abstract 
The decomposition of finite strain into its volumetric and devia
toric parts has been generally thought to require a multiplicative 
form. The present paper shows that this decomposition can be for
mulated as additive, for any choice of finite strain tensor. Such 
additive decomposition facilitates generalization of nonlinear triax
ial small-strain constitutive models for concrete cracking or other 
softening damage to finite strains. The decomposition is needed for 
the modeling of impact, explosions and severe earthquake damage 
in concrete structures, in which very large deviatoric deformations 
can be produced under high confinement. 

1 Introduction 

Finite element analysis of certain fracture problems of concrete, such 
as penetration of a missile into a concrete wall, requires a consti
tutive model for distributed cracking in the fracture process zone 
that is applicable at very large strains. The compressive volumetric 
strain of concrete can of course be never very large because very 
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high hydrostatic pressures are generated by even relatively modest 
strains. For example, ~ccord~ng to .the t.ests of Bazant, Bishop and 
Chang (1986), the volumetnc stram of -6% causes a hydrostatic 
pres?ure o~ about -300,000 psi (about -2,000 hlPa). 'The devi
atonc . strams howev~r, can be ~normous under conditions of large 
confinmg pressure wIthout causmg continuous fractures. This was 
di~covered already by Ira Woolson (1905), who cast concrete into a 
thIck steel tube, compressed the cylindrical specimen to about a half 
of its init~al length, whi~h caused considerable bulging, and then, 
after cut.tmg and removmg the steel tube, found the concrete to 
retair: its int.e~rity. Un~er sufficiently high confining pressure, it is 
certamly possIble to achIeve shear strains of the order of 100% while 
the cracking in concrete remains distributed and discontinuous. 

To analyze such problems, for example missile impact, explosive 
events or deformations of concrete in highly confined members un
der earthquake loading, one needs a nonlinear triaxial constitutive 
law applicable at finite strains. Because of scarcitv of test data 
for ver~ large str~ins. and the near impossibility of ~chieving large 
~ut UnIform s~ralI~s m concrete specimens at very large deforma
tIOn, t~e .constItutIve relation for finite strain must be obtained by 
ge~erah~mg the kn?~n small-strain constitutive equation and then 
~ahbra~mg the addItIOnal parameters for large strains by compar
Isons WIth structural tests, in which the strain is non-uniform. 

The typical feature of all kinds of constitutive models for con
~rete. as well as o~her quasi~rittl~ materials is that the strain is split 
mto Its volumetnc and deYlatonc parts for which the constitutive 
?ehavior is treated separately. This s~lit is additive. However, 
I~ ?as been generally believed that. at finite strain. the decompo
sItIOn o~ d~for?1ation into its volumetric and deviatoric parts must 
be multIplIcatIve, such that th~ transformation tensor F = F DFv , 
were Fv F D are the volumetnc and deviatoric transformation ten
sors ~F~ory; 1961; Sidoroff, 1974; Simo, 1988; Lubliner, 1990). The 
multIplicatIve form of the volumetric-deviatoric split is an obsta
cl~ to the gel~eralization of existing constitut.ive models for dis
tnbuted crackmg or o~her softening damage in concrete. The pur
pose of the ~resen~ bn~f co~ference contribut.ion is to report that 
the volumetnc-devIatonc splIt can be formulated as additive. 

2 Finite strain analysis 

As i~ wel.l known (e.g., Bazant and Cedolin, 1991, chapter 11), there 
are mfinItely many possible finite strain measures to choose. The 
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simplest choice is the Green-Lagrange finite strain tensor, 

1 1 
Eij = 2" (FkiFJ.:j - 8ij ) = 2" (Ui.) + llj,i + U/,;.iU/,;,j) (1) 

where the numerical subscripts refer to Cartesian coordinates Xi of 
material points in their initial locations, Ui = Xi - Xi = displace
ments of the material points, Xi = coordinates of material points in 
the final deformed state, Fij = EJx;jEJXj = Ui,j + bjj = components 
of the transformation tensor F, and bjj = Kronecker delta. The 
derivatives, denoted by a subscript preceded by a comma are the 
deriv~tives with respect to Xj, e.g., Ui,j = EJu;jEJXj. ' 
. . I~ IS .helpful to reca!l first the derivation of Eq. (1). Consider the 
InIt~al hne segment ~)<"j !ransforming to dXj. Tensor Cij is defined by 
settmg dXJ.:dx/,; - d.\./,;d.\k = 2cijdXidX j . Substituting l;i = )C + Uj, 

dXk = x/;:,jd)( (where ;rJ.:,i = EJ;rI.:/EJX;) one gets 

= [eX/,; + ud,; (Xk + u/';).j - bijl dXidXj (2) 

in w?ich one may substitut: X/';,i = EJXk/EJXi = bki. Since this 
relatIOn must hold for any d.\.j, one has 2Eij (b/,;i + U/,;.i) (8kj + Uk.j)

bjj = Uk,; + 1lk,j + Uk.iUk,j, which yields Eq. (1). 
Let us now proceed similarly, imagining that a small material 

element is deformed in two steps (Fig. 1) rather than one. In the 
first step, the element is subjected to pure volumetric (isotropic) 
expansion (i.e., same expansion in all directions), without any ro
tation. During this expansion, the point of initial coordinates X j 

moves to a point of intermediate coordinates ~i = Xi + Ul, and line 
segment dX j transforms to line segment d~i' In the se~ond step, 
the material element is transformed by deformation at no change 
of volume and then is subjected t.o rigid body rotation (in which 
the volume change is also zero). In this transformation, the point 
at coordinates ~j moves to Xj = X j + Hi, and segment d~j trans
forms to dXj. Let EO be the engineering strain (or Biot strain) giv
ing the relative volume change, that is, d~i = (1 + EO) dXi · Then 
(Vo+~V)/vo = (1+EO)3 = detFij == J. where J = Jacobian of 
the transformation, Yo = initial volume of material element. and 
~ V = volume increment. So 

(3) 
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Figure 1: Volume expansion of an elementary cube of material, its 
subsequent deviatoric deformation, followed by rotation. 

Denoting u~' = Xi - ~i' and substituting d~i = (1 + EO) dX j , we have 

(" + II II II ") (1 )2 d'V· dX' = Vij Uj,j + Uj,j + tlk,jUk,j . + co .Aj j 

and, since 8X;j8Xj = Ojj, 

u'!. = X· . - c . . = F,.. - (1 + co) 0·· = U· . - coO·· I,) I,) ~I,) I) I) I,) I) 

Denoting also CDij = (u7,j + u'j,j + tl~,jU~J (1 + cO)2 /2 = 
(FikPkjJ-2/3 - Ojj) /2 we. get 

(4) 

(5) 

dXkdxk ~ dXkdXk = (1 + Eo)2 dXkdXk + 2EDijdXidXj - dXkdXk 

= (2Eo + E~) dXkdXk + 2ED;jdXj X j (6) 

Now, by definition, we must have dXkdxk - dXkdXk = 2EijdXidXj , 
and so Cij = OijCV + cDij or 

(7) 

in which oijcV = EV;j = volumetric finite strain tensor, EV = Green
Lagrange volumetric finite strain, and CDij = Green-Lagrange devi
atoric finite strain tensor. 
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Eq. (7) shows that an exact additive decomposition into volu
metric and deviatoric finite strains is possible. 

The preceding derivation relies only on first principles and calls 
for only minimum familiarity with continuum mechanics. The same 
result, however, can be obtained and generalized by a shorter argu
ment relying on the polar decomposition theorem P = RU where 

R = rotation tensor and U = (pT p//2 = right stretch tensor. 
Consider a very general class of finite strain tensors, called the 

Doyle-Ericksen tensors (e.g., Bazant and Cedolin, 1991, Sec. 11.1): 

e(m) = m-1 (Um - I) for m =1= 0, elm) = In U for m = 0 (8a, b) 

where m is any real number; e(2) = Green-Lagrange tensor in Eq. 
(1), e(1) = Biot finite strain tensor, and e(O) = logarithmic finite 
strain tensor. Flory (1961) introduced the multiplicative decompo
sition 

F=FDFv (9) 
(see also Simo, 1978; Sidoroff, 1974) where F D and Fv are the 
transformation tensors for the deviatoric and volumetric transfor
mations; Fv = Jl/3 I, F D = J-l/3 F. The following tranformation 
is now possible for m =1= 0: 

e(m) = m-1 [(FTFr/2 - I] = m-1 [(FbFDJ2/3r/2 - I] 

_ m-1 [(FbFD )ffi/2 J'n/3 _ I] = ebm) + e~n) 

in which 
e~m) = m-1 (Jm/3 - 1) I, eY;) = m-1 (UD - I) Jm/3 

(10) 

(11) 

where U D = (FbF D) 1/2 = deviatoric right-stretch tensor. Simi
larly, for m= 0: 

e(O) = In J FT F = In J FbF DJ2/3 = e~) + e~) (12) 

where 

e~) = (~In J) I, e~) = In U D (13) 

So, the volumetric-deviatoric split of finite strain can be formulated 
as additive for any choice of the finite strain measure. Note that 
tensor e~m) vanishes when the volume change is zero (or J = 1), and 
tensor eY;) vanishes when the deformation is a pure isotr~pic expan
sion (F D = I). This implies that they represent the volumetric and 
deviatoric deformations. 
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3 Concluding remarks 
~ 

It may be concluded that, for any choice of finite strain tensor, the 
volumetric-deviatoric decomposition can be formulated as additive. 
This facilitates generalization of the existing nonlinear triaxial con
stitutive models for concrete cracking and softening damage to finite 
strains. 

An application to the microplane model for concrete will be given 
in Bazant et al. (1995). 
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